
Overview



This presentation is a short overview of the Whitenoise technology with a

brief explanation of some implementations.

Whitenoise is a patented key technology providing Identity Management,

continuous verification and authorization, and encryption capabilities. Its

unique design and functionalities are ideal in securing military and

commercial networks against a variety of common attack vectors used in

PKI (PPK) style systems.

Non-ITAR with EU export licence.



Whitenoise Technology can be used to

• Create secure user identification.

• Continuously validate network sessions.

• Detect network intrusions.

• Encrypt files, emails and other information for storage and transmission.

• Encrypt hard drives, and other storage systems.

Whitenoise Technology eliminates

• Man in the middle attacks.

• Spoofing and replay attacks.

• Other attack vectors.



Generates deterministically random one time pad (OTP) from small
base keys

138 byte key (smallest) generates 1011 byte OTP, to more than 1060 byte OTP.

Increasing key length does not increase encryption/decryption times
Ideal for real time processing and mobile devices.

Single key can have many functions
Offset pointers into key generate multiple unique uses Identification, authorisation,
session verification, file encryption etc.

Key and offset must be known to decrypt
Allows various forms of implementation to suit circumstance. Changing offsets
eliminates key copying. Offset jumping for enhanced security etc.



A Whitenoise key consists of n prime length sub-keys with random numbers

generated from non-perfect square-roots.

Length of key = l(n1) + l(n2) + l(n3) +... + l(nn)

Size of OTP    = l(n1) x l(n2) x l(n3) x... x l(nn)

Increasing length of sub-keys does not increase processing time for OTP

creation, encryption or decryption.
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100,280,245,065 byte OTP

138 byte key, 10 sub-keys

2250 byte key

1,386,298,091,830,210,000,000 byte OTP


